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NUtec's regular e-newsletter for print professionals and colour enthusiasts.
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Errelle & Signracer at Viscom Italy 2021

Viscom Italia is Italy's premier visual communications fair held in Milan, Italy
each year. The event took place this year in a hybrid format from the 30th of
September until the 2nd of October 2021 in the Fieramilano halls, while the
online component continued until the 5th of October.

Statistics from the expo show 250 brands were on display, more than 10,000
digital visitors logged in and just over 9,000 in-person professionals attended
from Italy, Switzerland, France, Germany, Croatia and Spain.

In addition to the printing technology demonstrations, "Viscom Talks" seminars
offered a venue for training and sharing market information with 13 seminars
delivered by more than 40 speakers. 

Pictured above is NUtec dealer, Errelle Digital at Viscom showcasing their
various product offerings and sharing their technical expertise with attendees.
Errelle's visitors were also able to experience firsthand the exceptional quality of
Swiss printer brand Signracer, with inks proudly manufactured by NUtec Digital
Ink. 

Watch Signracer's CEO, Ralf Timm (pictured below) being interviewed on
Errelle's stand, discussing the growing demand for digitally printed industrial
goods such as tools and automotive parts. 

Ruby R20-HYB UV-curable ink optimised
for LED lamps
NUtec Digital Ink is expanding its range of UV-curable inks optimised for LED
lamp curing with the addition of the Ruby R20-HYB ink.

The R20-HYB ink is a general purpose, fast curing hybrid UV-curable ink
designed for rigid or roll-to-roll applications and is optimised for LED.  

The R20-HYB formulation is designed for compatibility across a broad range of
printer models using Ricoh® MH5420/5440 Gen 5; Ricoh® MH5220 Gen 5s
and Kyocera® KJ4A printheads.

The R20-HYB performs well in a demanding, high speed printing environment
and features a superior colour gamut for brighter, more vivid images.

Click on the images below to learn more about this product or contact
sales@nutecdigital.com for more information.

GPS Live Demo Expo post show review

SignAfrica's recent GPS Live Demo Expo presented an opportunity for NUtec
distributors Falcon and Kolok to showcase their products for signage, textiles
and commercial printing applications in the sub-Saharan region. 

In addition to car wrapping demonstrations and wide format printing with NUtec
inks, Falcon Signage ran a t-shirt design competition offering a heat press and
product vouchers to the winning entries. 

Kolok Graphic Supplies exhibited their extensive range of digital print media
including vinyl, PVC, backlit, wallpaper, canvas, poster paper and more, as well
as NUtec's water-based and eco-solvent digital ink offerings.

NUtec Digital Ink was also represented in SignAfrica magazine's GPS expo
issue with a cover feature detailing our history, capabilities and industry
expertise. View the full article here.  

The GPS Live Demo Expo was NUtec Digital Ink's first in-person exhibition
participation in almost two years and the team was very excited to be meeting
and supporting our valued customers and business partners face to face again.
Our organisation is currently sitting on a 62% vaccination rate which will
continue to increase over the next few weeks as our team members ready
themselves for more international travel as well as face-to-face interaction with
our key distributors and clients.

Pictured on the Falcon stand left to right are NUtec's Darren Claassens, Neil Green,
Ilisna O'Reilly, Neville Crosse, Warwick Davison and Chris Studzinski.

Tech Tips: Agitate & Rotate 
for Peak Ink Performance

Digital printing inks contain various key components which are suspended in a
liquid and which could settle if improperly handled, transported and stored.

In order to prevent the occurrence of ink sedimentation or settling,
manufacturers will usually include instructions for agitation of the fluid on the
product's label. This simple procedure done correctly and at the appropriate
interval will eliminate the risk of settling and ensure your inks perform at their
peak.

Also of utmost importance is stock rotation as a way of mitigating stock loss
and ensuring peak ink performance. Shelf lives for digital inks are between 9
and 18 months depending on the chemistry and expired inks can lead to poor
print quality as well as printer damage.

All NUtec Digital Ink labelled products come with an instruction for
agitation. This is done by carefully moving the bottle, cartridge or pouch from
side to side for a minute, prior to introducing it into the printer. It is further
recommended that during storage, the ink containers are agitated every two
weeks for best practice. This is especially important for white inks with denser
components which settle quicker. It is also important to agitate white ink while in
use in the absence of an automatic agitation or recirculation feature in the
printer.

Watch: NUbis Bulk Ink System Installation
Procedure

NUsolutions NUbis is a unique proprietary Bulk Ink System engineered to
ensure a continuous supply of ink to the Epson® DX™4, DX5, DX6 and DX7
print heads. It allows more efficient printing with uninterrupted refilling, giving the
functionality of a cartridge but with the advantages of a bulk system.

The NUbis base system holds either 1000ml or 2000ml degassed pouches in
multiples of 2, which are easy to replace when empty, even during printing
without disrupting the print session.

Degassed pouches are generally more efficient especially when printing at high
speeds and as such are more reliable than any conventional open bulk ink
system.

Replacing pouches can be done quickly and cleanly: The system connecter
needles attach easily to the nozzle of the pouch for a fast, spill-free refilling
process, reducing ink wastage.

Click on the image below to watch a detailed video of the NUbis installation
procedure or contact support@nutecdigital.com for any technical queries.

FESPA member, Printing SA turns 110

A HUGE congratulations goes to our local FESPA association and FESPA
Africa representative, Printing SA on its 110th birthday. Read all about the South
African based institute and its services for the Printing, Packaging, Signage and
Visual Communication sector at https://www.printingsa.org/
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